
digital & creative portfolio



The Conrad N. Hilton Foundation faced the following
challenges:

Unorganized and inefficient digital asset management
system

1.

Lack of original photography and variety of content resulting
in repetitive posts

2.

No clear digital strategy3.
Lack of access to authentic stories of staff and partner
organizations

4.

Communications team lacked partnership with programs
teams and grantees

5.

Content not designed or edited to fit the appropriate
dimensions of each channel (for example, graphics, and
videos cut off on Instagram)

6.

Lack of digital and creative project management process7.

The historic international humanitarian aid and social justice
foundation hired me as their digital and creative manager to
develop and maintain a digital and creative strategy that
strengthens, protects, and broadens the Hilton Foundation brand.

Conrad N. Hilton Foundation



In my first six months at the Hilton Foundation, I:

Transitioned the digital asset management from WebDAM to
Brandfolder, including negotiating pricing and contracts, collaborating
with IT and the Brandfolder representative to set up the organizational
structure, creating guides and training documents, and working with
individuals and teams to set up collections and improve work flows

1.

Updated the photo / video release form to include request consent for
external use of images and videos

2.

Developed and executed digital strategy, which included Instagram
Reels, an overhaul of branded graphics, a social media identity guide,
and collaborations with grantee organizations

3.

Created monthly social media plans to streamline the management of
our channels and share authentic stories of clients and staff

4.

Set up a schedule of monthly recurring meetings with staff to stay
current on events, messaging, and advocacy initiatives

5.

Provided creative direction to all vendors to ensure that videos and
graphics were designed not only in the correct dimensions, but also met
brand guidelines

6.

My Solutions



Hilton Prize Design Package



The challenges I came across at Union Station Homeless Services included:

Incohesive branding across the organization’s social media, printed collateral, and
their website

1.

Individuals across the agency produced content that was not brand-aligned2.
Lack of brand cohesion on social media (many different colors and fonts)3.
Agency not represented well on their website (incomplete or poorly designed pages
lacking important information. Some pages were too text-heavy) 

4.

Union Station Homeless Services



In my time at USHS, my solutions to their challenges included:

Creating a Marketing and Communications Style guide that outlines in detail the
fonts, colors, and logos everyone in the agency should use in their outreach

1.

Setting staff up on a Canva for Nonprofits team so they can more efficiently
access branded assets and collaborate

2.

Enhancing the social media strategy to be more cohesive, brand-aligned, and
centered on sharing authentic stories of clients and staff

3.

Redesigning the website to be more visually appealing and user-friendly.       
The new website featured improved functionality and SEO

4.

My Solutions



In August 2020, social media was not being used to its full potential and much of the functionality was left untapped. My strategy included adding video
content (posting Instagram Reels and starting a TikTok account); establishing a brand identity and creating a cohesive Instagram feed; and partnering with
influential supporters for collaborations and cross promotions to increase reach and engagement.

Social Media Strategy

https://www.instagram.com/p/CWrzBP-reWi/?img_index=6
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